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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIQB
•Hi© public schools of © dynamic society are
charged with the difficult res;oneibillty of serving as
an agent for social improvement. Satisfactory assumption
of this responsibility requires that the public schools
proceed in such a maimer as to neke it possible for each
boy awl girl to acquire en understanding of the present
social order, its complexities, Its problems, its memories
end its hopes, and to make it possible for each boy and
girl to achieve the greatest of his or her ability to con
tribute to and live in a better social order. To do this
each individual rust acquire adequate skill with the nec
essary fundamentals.
Reeding In souse form covers the entire school
activity of the child: First the child must learn to
read; second, he must read to learn; and third, he must
Interpret what he reads In terras of life.
One writer says, 'If our boys and girls of to
morrow are to act intelligently, if they arc to b© able

to Initiate wise

policies or give intelligent allegiances

to than, they sanst possess a rich fund of knowledge 1
To give then the broad Information In life they
crust depend, to e great extent, on natter contained in
bocks, magesines, newspapers and ether printed material.
1

Bulletin - Tentative Course of Study, Ft. Forth, Texas.

1035.
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It is imperative, therefore, that the children in our
schools form the habit of resorting to books. To form this
habit they rauot acquire a love for reading.
Origin of Problem •The ©volution In the subject natter of primary
reading is a very interesting study, though only a very
brief account of It can be given.
The early readers were distinctly A, B, C books
containing letters, syllables and certain extracts of a
religious nature. The present day movement started with
the reformation. In this period, the books were distinctly
religious in character, consisting of the Lord's Prayer,
The Commandments end other scriptural selections. This
religious element held sway until the eighteenth century,
.

though other material was beginning to creep in. It then
gave way to material ©bout things to eat, moral tales end
the like.
Many methods of teaching reading have been ex
ploited. On© of the first used is that known as the
"Alphabet method1'. In this method the child first learned
the letters of the alphabet, then these were joined into
syllables and the syllables Into words. The learner was
then ready to read sentences. This method was found to be
very slow and uninteresting.
The first effort at relieving the drudgery of
the alphabet method by phonics was made by Ickelseser In
1554. In the phonetic method, the child was taught the
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sound of the letters followed by the 000 of this knowledge
In tasking out new words* After acquiring a number of words
he was reedy to begin reading.
Another method which found greet favor was the
"word method". The child was first taught Isolated words
and these words were Joined Into sentences• This was none
Interesting and. less mechanical than the phonetic or al
phabetical methods.
The method known as the sentence method was a
contribution by Oliver. By Oils method the child was
taught to read by whole sentences. This was more rapid
and. much more Interesting but it did not give the child
the power to make out new words for himself.
From these early methods have evolved what Is
known as the ^combination method". This Is a combination
of the best features of the phonetic, word, and sentence
methods, which is the method used today but generally
called tho story rhyme or conversational method.
Aims and Objectives in Teaching Reading In teaching reeding It should be the teacher's
aim to stimulate children to rant to read; to develop
silent sad oral reading ability| to locate deficiencies
and give remedial treatment; and to develop skilful us© of
books and other materials of reading#
Hie primary purpose of reading in school Is to
extend the experiences of boys and girls to stimulate

;
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their thinking powers, and to elevate their teste. The
ultimate end of instruction In reading Is to enable the
reader to participate Intelligently in the thought life of
the world and appreciatively In its recreational activi
ties,
Another objective or reeding instruction is to
develop strong motives for pernsnent interest in reading
that will Inspire the present and future life of the
reader and provide for wholesone use of leisure tine,
McKoever states the ultimate els of teaching
reading as, "to enable the student rightly to appreciate
and to interpret good literature, such as will help to
make him a better awl a happier mesher of the family cir
cle In which he lives, and a stronger and more useful
member of society*1,

55

It is necessary then to give considerable attention to the technique of reeding, not as a separate, dis
tinct means of discipline but In connection with in
struction In Interpretation, in en effort to check re
tardation, which my at seme time become apparent.
In this study the writer has attempted to show
scne of the methods suggested by best writers In the field
to cultivate better reading habits, In several Instances,
the writer has used Illustrations from her own teaching
experience,

f

* ScKeever, to, - Psychologic Method of Teaching, 1000.
Pag© 96,
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CSAPTBR II
SYTJDY OF THE PH03L®
The teacher should he able to observe end apply
the detailed steps in the act of learning* She must go to
the child la order to make observations. Very recent ex
perimentation In paycholoo' makes the necessity of con
sidering how the child learns more apparent#
It has been found th' t, an aptitude fcr on©
particular kind of act does not assist much In the perfor
mance of another; for example, some pupils who reed roll
do not necessarily spell well, or those who are quick In
perceiving foliage forms ©re not always good in distin
guishing shades of differences In sotand. Mistake Is some
times rasde In designating some pupils as unusually bright
because they are quick at acquiring two or three of the or—

—>

dln&ry subjects. Example, in the second grade of one school
there was a dull boy the blockhead, who stammered and
stuttered when trying to read, snd his arithmetic wes very
poor, but when he was tested in created arts he outclassed
the bright pupils. The teacher proceeded to encourage the
child of special talent, snd arranged activities around
Ms interests. His talent for drawing was thus brought out
and he was often celled upon by others to do special draw
ing for then.
Another phase of the problem is that of securing
attention and expression fro® every member of the class
during recitation. Without attention there can be little
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OP no learning. But In order that the attention MAY be of
desirable nature the subject crust change end develop before
the n'nd; that la, It oust be motivated so as to arouse
the child*® interest.
Stimulating a Dosire to Bead the love for reading is the most important ob
jective to be accomplished In our elementary school. 1 any
children already have a desire to know how to read when
they come to school} others have no knowledge of the great
storehouse of riches contained In bocks and so have no
Interest In reading. To stimulate these children to ^snt
to read, the teacher must provide many experiences. The
written or printed word means nothing to a child unless
he Is already familiar with it orally so that it conveys
a definite meaning to him. So the primary teacher has to
provide a wealth of experiences, whereby words and sen
tences may come to have meaning for the children. These
experiences may be furnished by: excursions, real objects
brought Into classroom, pictures end picture books,
games, caring for pets, flowers, malting things, reading to
children or telling stories.
The children should be taken to the stores,
farms, courthouses, public library, fire station and
bakery, so that they can have experiences on which to base
vocabulary and understanding of printed page.
In the first B grade of Freeaan High, Caldwell,

\
f
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Texes the teacher uses books ©t the very beginning of her
work In reeding# Before giving out the readers she talks
about friends who tell her stories. For example, she eeye,
"I have & greet many friends who tell me stories'4, and
then she asks the children if anyone tells them stories.
Of course they name fathers, mothers, sisters end brothers,
Then she says, ''yes and I have mny book-friends that tell
me stories too. I vender If you would like then to tell
you stories"? And as she picked up the book she asked If
they would like to see one of these friends.
She discusses chickens end asks who have seen
chickens, and have then &t bono or what they ere like. She
then tells the story, "The Little Red Ren", just as it is
in the book, men she has the children tell the story to
her. The children dramatise In unison and individually,
such points as hot? the Little Hen looked then oh© found
the seed, when she asked the questions, and when she said,
*1 will then" and how the pig, the cat, and the dog looked,
mien as one row acts the other children select those who
look most like the animal represented, hen the Interest
is thoroughly ©roused, she esks the children if they
would like to reed. They begin by finding where it says,
"fhe Little Red Fen found a seed,'' Then they looked to
see If It says the seme thing scnorhere else on the page.
React idle nay say, "It was a wheat need' « It is asked,
*«ho can read the first page?"

Some volunteer reeds and

others are willing to try. In this way the child's desire
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to read is stimulated because be thinks he can read.
Providing Many Experiences Because many experiences are necessary if chil
dren are to build up a rich spoken vocabulary

before

reading la attempted, the primary children may be taken
on a picnic in the woods ehere they can make general ob
servation of their surrounding end, as a result, got col
lections for centre study. The caterpillars nay become of
special interest to the class; if so, carry some of them
into the classroom and keep them in « small screen box and
fed then milkweed leaves* Let the children vetch then
closely everyday end notice hov they .shed their costs and
how they go through a period of rest. At the end of about
e ^ook thoy may notice that the thin covering that encloses

a caterpillar bursts and a beautiful butterfly had come
out. The teacher then may let the children tell all they
cen about the eggs of the butterflies, about the cater
pillars and what they eat.
They say also visit such pieces as a court
house whan many things are found that can ©rouse children's
curiosities end cause their to ask questions.
Ponetinea the radio can be carried into the
classroom for special programs. This will give some chil
dren a chance to see and ask questions ©bout the radio,
out of which will grew topics for blackboard lessons.
At other times speakers my be brou^it in to
talk to children on a vide variety of topics.
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Through these contacts with our world of today,

It Is hoped that children ell! be Inspired and enlightened
about setae of the problems of life.
Surrounding Children 1th Reading Material Inch can be done to stimulate a child*s desire
to read by placing attractive reading material In his en
vironment. The following means of surrounding children with
reading stimuli have been used extensively to appeal to
various levels of reading ability.
In the first grade a bulletin board can be made
from a piece of tag stock or heavy card board, on ishich
various material can be placed from time to time. The
teacher may be responsible for the material displayed or
the children say decide what they want the teacher to
rrrlto tor It. Such notices furnish excellent opportunity

for the teacher to Introduce new words or to anticipate
now words which will shortly appear In reading materiel•
In the second and third grades, groups of chil
dren can be responsible for the bulletin board materiel,
or for the selection of the best materiel brought In by
the different members of the class. The following type of
material can be used:
1. Records of excursions taken, an activity carried
on, or changes of season.
2. Observation of pets, birds, flowers.
3. A news Its©.
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4. Bene® of children to perform duties*
5. Cocriendc-tlcn of good work done*
6* A picture with short story attached.
Oaae tables may be used to surround children
with reading stlnull. On this table way be placed riddles
for children to read, sentence strips to natch the chart
units, phonetic games, silent reading, choc, 3 on library
books* pussies and Jokes. The children as well as the
teacher een help in the preparation of these. The mate
rial can be usee by Individuals or small groups during or
between recitation periods, or at odd moments during the
day.
'athough the school library does not take the
place of a classroom library it Is a very desirable addi
tion to any school. Sere the children can go to browse
among books, to find reference material needed for any
activity or materiel to supplement the information of
their text books, and to reed for pleasure.
More and more we are come to realise the need
of exposing children to good bocks Is order to develop
a love for reeding, and a test© for good literature.
Methods of Teaching Reading It Is of great importance that the primary
teacher bo skilled in methods that will enable the child
to leam to read with the least expenditure of tls» end
energy.

11
The art of reading once mastered, all litera
ture, ell history, and all other knowledge found in boohs,
are within

the learner*a grasp and he passes at once frc©

the dej>en&ent to the Independent stage*
Many nethodc have been exploited, among then
are listed the following:
1. i honetlc nethod

2. Dramatisation
5. Silent and oral reading

4. hort story method
5, ""crd Recognition Drills
Phonics -

;

Hm final efficiency of any nethod of teaching
reading Is considered decreased If it does not develop the
power for Independent

reading. Since great many of the

••rords of the ngllah language are phonetic la their for®,
a knowledge of their elementary sounds should help the
child to recognise words new to his eyes, hut already in
his spoken vocabulary. This process In usually designated
as phonics.
One writer says, "the subject of phonics as e
pert of the process of teaching a child to read, nay be
defined as, the teaching of the sounds of letters and
groups of letters, and the training of the child to use
this knowledge In making out for himself the unknown
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phonetic wrds in his reading lessons" •
The ain of the phonetic work is to train the
child to hear words correctly, to help bin gain control
over the organs of speech necessary for clear articulation
and correct enunciation, and to help hi® gain the power of
risking out new words for himself.
The subject matter of the phonetic lessons should
be co-ordinated with the vocabulary of the child's read
ing bock and should consist of the sounds of the letters
and groups of letters which go to make the phonetic words
of the vocabulary.
If the teacher will examine a list of words she
-11 *irK* that many of the® will fall into groups ending
in the same Combination of letters with the sane sound,
as; may, gay, ray, day, pay. These words are said to be
long to the r *a» word or sound twmilj*
For the first few weeks, the teacher should
train the child to hear the sound in words. This i*hp"ld be
followed by a training in uttering words phonetically.
This is entirely oral and should be kept until he cm toll
instantly what a word is -her. it Is uttered phonetically,
and until he exhibits some skill in uttering words,
phonetic lly. After this has been successfully accomplished,
the child is ready to associate the sound with its written
symbol.
3

Cooper, Bellle - How to Teach Primary Grader, 1924.
Page 77.
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A list or sounds ouch as
b, r,

f, 1, m, n, k, s, t,

may be written across the board, and below thorn the

phonograms

ake, old, Ing, end, will be very helpful be

cause children delight In building words cs cake, fold,
sing, mend*
Dramatization To dramatize or act out a story Is a natural In
stinct of the child. Sils Instinct is a good foundation
on which to build, In training him to read with natural
expression; for the formality of the school tends to
repress that natural activity of the Imagination that is
so characteristic of children at play.
•bile there must be a certain amount of restraint
In an organisation there should be a counteracting in
fluence at times in connection with re? ding, especially
In the primary classes, or the pupil will lose the spirit
in the exactions of the efforts to secure the form.
There are sassy selections idxere a pert or ell
of the story can be easily drmetlsed"nhi given In dia
logue. Generally this will follow the study of the exer
cise in the regular wry. Children enjoy acting porta es
pecially when It Includes the novelty of representing
nninalc and insnlraated objects that ere endowed with the
power of speech; for example, one child represents the
cat and another the girl, In this simple dialogue:
Girl:

Pussy cat, Pussy cat, where have you been?
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Boy: I've boon to London to look at tho neen.
Girl: Pussy cat, Puaay cat, what did you there?
Boy: I frightened a little souse under a chair.
Clearness of meaning with naturalness of expression will
follow.
To dracwtlce Little Boy Blue a pupil lies down
end go to sleep on a coat. Two pupils enter searching for
sos© one.
Firsts

Little boy blue corse blow your horn, the cheep*e
in the meadow, the cows la the corn.

Lecond: here*3 the boy that looks after the sheep?
First: (minting to hhs) he's under the haycock, fast
asleep,
Second: Will you wake hint
First: so, not X, for If I do, he *11 be sure tc cry.
Francis J. Claxton says, "Reading should be a
real treat to child, teacher, and listener, if it falls
to furnish genuine entertainment for all throe, it falls
of an important aIn, a useful and delightful diversion" *
then a teacher has created a game etriosphere In
toe roon, end the child becomes simply the mouthpiece of
Imaginary friends Mr. Pox, Sr. Bear end so on, It la easy
to lose himself in the assumed character. He is Mr. Pox.
4

Owens, Mary - Pedagogical Fop. 1922. Page 120.
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that fun to talk for him, using the words the printed
page suggests* Once she has given Mis a chance to pley
that ho Is somebody else, she accomplishes venders in
eliminating from his voice the flat wooden tones that v©
so much dislike in our reeding lessons,'
,Jtf you have no dramatic reader to start with,
select the most conversational story you can find In the
regular readers, the story of the ''Three Billy Peats
Gruff * Instead of having on® child read straight ahead,
assign the characters to different members of the class,
letting each one read Ms part. The teacher may say, "Teas,
you may cose and be the first Billy Goat Gruff, Jack may
be the second, ho mould like to be the Big Billy Goat
that beat the Troll? Bony how would you like to be the
Troll, sitting under the bridge with a nose as long as en
oil, and eyes as big o,s saucers"? One child is given the
part of "teller' and It is his business to read the de
scriptive portions of the tale. The other readers take
places where the class can see them act, end with as
little coaching and Interference from the teacher as
possible, speak the lines for the different characters.
An Improvement In confidence, undorstending and
enunciation is apparent at once, verybody has e strong
incentive to understand his part, for he rust act It out
and say Ms lines that ethers may understand. The Chil
dren get away from the idee or reading, as such, and us©
It as the means of furnishing themselves and the rest of
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the class., with sone fan. Hie acre fun you can rlx with a
reading lesson the further away yon get fror, muffled
voices and hesitating delivery.
Silent snd Orel Heading Hi addition to stimulating children to want to
read, In order that broad information my be acquired,
we must help then develop silent and oral reeding ability.
Children will not read widely and independently unless
they can dc so ~Ith ease.
Most reading done in life Is carried on silent
ly. in Dr.

3* dray's "Study of Reading Habits, of nine

hundred adults representing practically ©very station In

life, it was found that fewer than five per cent read
aloud. For social and business purpose# then, silent read
ing ability is of far greater importance.
Is silent reading attention is confined to the
recognition and interpretation of symbols, while In oral
reeding attention must else be given tc enunciation, pro
nunciation and voice control.
The teacher will find means of varying the meth
ods for Increasing speed but the following will serve as
suggestions:
To teach the pupils to grasp as such as possible In a
certain length of tine, have them find a given page, and
at a signal, read until & signal to stop la given. The
number of lines read should then be counted. A record kept
from week to reek will show the increase that results from
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practice. In this exercise the pupils will "be required to
reproduce what they have reed.
Gertrude C.

araer says, that

'"doing errands

mice© client rending a Joy for children'7, ®

end here ere

son© of the errands she found, froa experience, gave the
children a peculiar delight.
1. If yon can read this, you my go Into the kinder
garten room and write a story on the board.

2. Will you go and look In ny bag, loe? If you con
find a little box, you nay bring It to me.
m

3. You B»J put on your hat and cost and go up to «gr
house; ask isy nothe r to give you my lerge red bock.
She found that any errand involving going out of the
roon, however simple, was doubly entertaining to the
children.
Hie oral reading improves in spite of the fact
that it la apparently neglected. As the pupils comprehend
nor© fully, oral expression comes m s natural sequence.
Definite training should be given In reading of
orithjsetlc problems, of social science and health material.
w
For training along those lines, the dally directed Heading
Period and sometime periods devoted to those specie! sub
jects nay be provided.
In the reading period such a proee Aire as the
following may be used with arithmetic problems:
5

Owens, Eery - Pedagogics! Pep. 1024. Peg©

120,
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1* The problem should be road silently.
2, The nesning should be interpreted,
e, That does the problem say? Tell.
Heed orally to prove your statement is right.
b. what does the problem tell? Tell,
Heed orally to prove your statement is cor
rect,
c. How shall we rind the crusher to the problem?
In an arithmetic period recall the procedure
used In the reading period, and have then follow the sane
steps.
The story Method The desire for the story seerno to be cs- ecially

strong when the child enters school, and it should prove a
strong motive for his learning to rerd, Pot only does the
story awaken
prnrlrtsw

Mb with snhlfrnt-wstter of

J,c read,. bnt_it also
nature tha t grlpm

-his attention and develops his power for connected think
ing. The story should be carefully selected as to context
end abound in repetition. After It has been told until the
child is perfectly familiar with Its thought and wording,
it is made the basis of a reading lesson, questions being
asked to bring out the different thoughts, fter the read
ing, he is guided in finding certain words in the story,
those words being selected which ere found in the vocabu
lary of his early reading books.
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The writer once used the following story, with
a primary group:
Once upon a tine there was a little boy. He took
©are of his sheep. He called, "t^oiri wolfIH when the men
csrse, there was no wolf there• One day the wolf cane.
2he boy

called "Wolfi

mlf i*

The men did not believe Mn,

The wolf ate the sheep.
Teaching the Story The story was first told to the children end
then place

upon the blackboard and read to then. Jirough

interest in the story and through repeated readings, the
children soon memorised the sentences and more able to
read the story. Attention was then directed toward cer
tain words which were repeatedly written upon the board
to be memorised. This was done to help establish a reading
vocabulary. The children enjoyed the story and were anx
ious to tell similar ones.
rord Recognition In word recognition drills, the first problems
are those of selecting -~ords to teach* Other things being
equal, it is desirable for young pupil to learn words
that are most commonly encountered in the better chlldrens1 readers and story books, that most frequently ap
pear on signs, posters, etc., of interest to children,
that arc widely used in speech by children, and that are
associated with thing* end events of significance in the
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lives of young folk.
One of the effective devices for developing en
Interest in, and mastery of words, is the picture-word
dictionary. ::ach rend is mifseograpfced beneath a picture
which indicates Its moaning. Two different words each ap
pear twice on e large sheet. On the reverse side of the
sheet at the\middle of each Quarter of the page, the words
are printed alone..The pupils cut the sheet into four parts.
Two of these are fitted into the dictionary and the other
two are reserved for flash drills or gases. The dictionary
dusasy consists of twenty-six cards fitted on large rings.
The cards ©re alphabetised with capital and lower cose
letters printed on narrow extending strips. The pupils
first task is to fit the cards into their proper places
in the dictionary. This require© correct perception of the
initial letter and the discovery of the sane letters in
the dictionary dumsy. £a this way the alphabets ere
learned in en effective manor.
The dictionary serves as a study and review book.
On the cards, cession ncuns are ehovn by drawings; verbs
are shown by using three illustrations of pictures dif
ferent In all respects save action# adjectives arc usually
shown by illustration of one quality contrasted with il
lustration of an unlike quality, as:

big and little pic

tures. I roncuns are usually pictured in like manner est
her tirosp# his coat* '. repositions are shown in s similar
v.-ey as: the picture of a boy on the table, and one under
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the table.
Sy going through the book in reverse order the
words appear al ne. The pupil

tries to recognize the

words and immediately checks his reactions by turning the
page to observe the picture -shlch indicates the meaning#
The ecrda not used In the dictionary can be
utilised In a variety or rays: for Hatching games and
spinning -heel games»
In th« matching games# the picture-word cards
ere srrangec in overlapping order so thr-t only the pic

tures arc "visible. Zach child receives a awefcor of words
needed to natch the pictures and seme extras. The latter

may be very unlike the correct words or very sinilnr. In
the latter case, precise perception is stimulated end the
game Is most interesting for those who could very readily
mater a simple problem. The pupils having matched the

•vords and pictures# correct their pairs by pulling out the
cards to expose the correct words beneath them.
The spinning game Is interesting too and is made
by using c large spinning wheel with the pictures in the
center and words at the circumference. Tho wheel, around
which the children sit# is spun and each pupil selects

the picture which illustrates the word that stopped bofore hin. The pupil keeps the csrd If his recognition Is
correct. The child iho gets the largest number# wine.
fetes cays, "these games end exercises are quite

as interesting as many in which children spontaneously
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find keen pleasure". *

Hie psychological principles of

t?ord learning, 20 far as the arrangement of stimulus,
response and check are concerned, are properly utilised
here, The gezace are self-nanftgeable; they amy be playea
at hose or elsewhere. The danger of practicing errors is
practically negligible; abundant review can easily be ar
ranged and a variety of activity provided. Children se
cure the seat of demonstrable progress anci learn to take
the whole project of learning words into their own hands.
t

Suggestions Per Remedial

ork -

lapses H. Hobston asye, *If a large percentage of
children tho ere reedy to reed appear to bo having speci
fic or general difficulties, the methods end thoroughness
of the teaching should be Investigated".

7

The causes for the deficiencies in reading

should be discovered early and remedial treatment given
before bad habits become fixed. Hi© general observation of
the teacher, the use of informal and standardised teste
are all useful in discovering those children who are hav
ing trouble in reading and In diagnosing their individual
difficulties. The teacher should observe the children vhen
they are reeding during the day. She may notice that some

read slovly, some nay have difficulties is interpreting
the rords, or in reading orally. Then she mat try to sect
a
7

dates, A. I. - Improvement of .ending, 1326, !. 141.
Hobston, Janes - Deficiencies in First grade, 1936.?. 25.
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each child's needs by providing suitable reeding materiel
and by endeavoring to develop habits that trill remedy the
defects.
In similar cases, the following types of Infor
mal tests ere suggested:
1. Have children to complete sentences by underlining the
phrase that Is the correct ending for each sentence:
Exanples The old woman jsade a
cake, cooky, gingerbread boy.
2, Supply a shoot of hectograph pictures with a number of
sentences or phrases written beside each picture. Have
the children check the phrase that describee each
picture.
5. Sinks a list of questions, omitting a noun or verb
which the child can easily write, if he can comprehend
the thought of the sentence, he can draw a picture of
nissing ?ord.
These tests ere economical end cert be given fre
quent! , "lien they ere used children need not realise that
any tcot Is being given, so no nervousness or stratin •will
be present. The results of these tests ere helpful in the
classification of children into flexible groups.
Suggestions designed to reduce failures in first
grade, given by Jessee K» Hobsten, are;
1. Standards of admission to kindergarten end first
grade, which will Insure en average mental age well
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above six years for children entering first grade.
A program of kindergarten activities and training Milch
trill give experlaentel background, sensory training,
speech training and vocabulary necessary to success in
reeding.
Croup test of reeding readiness»
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS
Sine© reading plays such an Important part In
the social and intellectual life of the child, the writer
has attempted to set forth some methods and devices that
have been known to stimulate and Increase desire for
reading. In a general way this can be done by providing
many experiences for children and surrounding them with
reading stimuli.
If the pupil Is to master mechanical parts of
reading, he must acquire a motive; to obtain Information
from the printed page, and to be able to reproduce It and
comunieate it- to others. If our boys and girls are to act
Intelligently a wealth of knowledge is required which is
contained in books, magazines and newspaper. It Is Impor
tant, therefore, that children take more Interest In read
ing.
The writer has shown some problems In teaching
reading, and she has provided suggestive activities, ap
proaches and materials for the guidance of teachers in
giving instruction In reading in the primary grades.
Probably no school subject has so many oppor
tunities for making an activity satisfying as does reading
One of the chief secrets of success In learning to read
well; is practice.
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Pone chlldron never boconn thoroughly Interested.
In reeding of any kind and hence do not reed nuch, Sine©
the personal appeal to the mind. of the child met be
found, the vrltor has done some research In the study of
reading, for it is the ultimate aim of teaching this sub
ject to, enable the student rightly to appreciate and to
interpret good literature, such as will help to Bake his
a better and a happier member of the family circle in
--hiah he lives, and e stronger and acre useful member of
society.
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